コタニ金物

Kotani Kanamono

SINCE THE 1860s

キッチン・生活雑貨・工具

Japanese kitchen/household
hardware and tools

Originally made authentic kitchen knives, traditional
Japanese rain gutters and convenient cooking utensils.

Kotani Kanamono is a 7-minute walk from JR Kyoto Station, located between Higashi Honganji Temple and Nishi
Honganji Temple.
It was originally a blacksmith’s shop at the intersection of
Higashinotoin-dori and Shichijo-dori streets, and was a
long-established company with over 100 years of history. It
later prospered as a hardware store, doing business with
many local carpenters and building contractors, and has a
selection of over 15,000 items, from architectural hardware, metal fittings and tools to kitchen equipment, professional cookware, baking tools and household goods. In
recent years, there has been an increase in the number of
foreign tourists from countries all over the world who
come to buy Japanese knives made with traditional methods by craftsmen.
“Sweet Marron Caffe” has been added to the second
floor, designed and constructed entirely by Kotani Kanamono, to be a relaxing, modern space. Decorated with
retro-looking furniture such as “Kaidan Tansu” (Japanese
step chests), it is a café where you can drop by for breakfast
or lunch at reasonable prices. Please visit the special corner
for tourists with useful Kyoto sightseeing maps and tourist
information available for free.

⬇In Japan, temples and houses often use Japanese-style gutters (toyu)
for decoration. Gold-colored gutters are priced at ¥36,500 and ¥46,000.
Rain chain gutters are also available. *All prices exclude tax.

⬅The
kitchen
knives in
this photo
start from
¥12,000.

⬆Higonokami style folding pocket knives.
From left, ¥18,000, ¥15,000, spider’s web and
butterfly, ¥22,000 each.

⬅The
Sweet
Marron
Caffe on
the second
floor.

コタニ金物
Kotani Kanamono
京都市下京区七条西洞院東入夷之町686ｰ3 コタニビル1F・2F
Kotani Bldg. 1F & 2F, 686-3 Ebisuno-cho, Shichijo Nishinotoin
Higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-371-8519 OPEN: 9:00 to 19:00 (Closed Sun. & national holidays)
7 min. walk from Kyoto Station
URL: http://kyoto-kanamono.com
http://www.kotani-kanamono.co.jp
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